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Вel�iu -: itself wаs faced with the ;�roblе.а of controlling malaria 

in the Belgian Como and Ruanda Urundi. The sums allocated for insect 

control amounted, for the two territories, to 1 000 000 dollars per 
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r,hemoprophylaxis . In Ruanda Urundi, in articular, a malaria eradica- 

ti on fro ramne Tuas now in operation. This preEren ne covered the whole 

territorl a�zd concerned 4 5Э0 000 ,neo-�le. 
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1. MALARIA ERíiDIC TION SPECIAL AССOUNT: Item 7.21 of the genda (Resolutions 
ЕВ21.R40 and ЕВ21.R41; Official Records No. 83, Annex 13; Documents A11 /AFL/8 
and iill /AFL/WР /2) (continued) 

Mr SIEGEL (Assistant Director -General, Dеpartme t'of Finance and Administration), 

Secretary, drew the Committee's attention to Official Records No. 81, Annex 4, page 4, 

which gave the amounts which it was expected would be used for the malaria 

eradication programme and the source of the income. 

The DIRECTOR- GENERйL, replying to the request at the previous meeting of the 

delegate of Japan fór cómments on the draft resolution presented at that meeting by 

the delegate of the Netherlands (All /AFL/WР /2), said that that resolution would be 

very important if it were taken as an addition to, and not as a substitute for, the 

proposal of the Executive Board in its resolution ЕB21.R41. 

At its twenty -first session, the Executive Board had discussed the Special Fund 

set up under General Assembly Resolution 1219 (XII) and the type of WHO activities 

that might be financed from it and it had not seemed likely that that fund would 

cover a project such as that for the world -wide eradication of malaria. The Special 

Fund would be discussed under Item 7.17 of the Agenda (Special fund for improving 

national health services) for which document All /AFL /12 had been prepared containing 

the views and suggestions of the Director -General, as forwarded to the Preparatory 

Committee set up under resolution 1219. In its suggestions, the Organization had 

emphasized that certain diseases were related directly to the economic developments 

of under- developed countries and that certain projects (such as those for the de- 

velopment of water resources and industrialization) could aggravate and spread 

disease to the extent of jeopardizing the success of the economic programmes. The 

most important programme so far suggested for financing under the Special Fund might 

result in spreading malaria and bilharziasis to new areas unless adequate care was 
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taken. Suggestions were given of the types of health work which might appropriately 

be financed from the Special Fund - yaws eradication, bilharziasis control, environ- 

mental sanitation (water supplies and sewerage), and technical training of public 

health engineers. While the implications for economic development of the world-wide 

malaria programme had been emphasized, that progr�.mmе had not been suggested as a 

project to be financed from the United Nations' Special Fund immediately, because it 

had been assumed that sufficient funds vюuld be available from the lalaria Eradication 

Sрeсial Aссount, the special malaria fund of the Fan American Sanitary Oranization, tht 

Technical Assistance Programme, and from UNICEF and bilateral sources. No discussion 

had taken place in the Board as to whether funds might be available from the Special 

Fund for malaria- eradication programmes in the more distant future. 

There seemed no more certainty that money would be available from the United 

Nations' Special Fund than from the WHO's Aalaria Eradication Special Account. He 

referred to the report of the Preparatory Committee for the Special Fund (attached is 

Annex II to document All /AFL /12), Section C of which dealt with the willingness of 

governments to contribute to the Special Fund. Of the twenty -six governments which 

had referred to the question of contributions in their replies or statements to the 

Preparatory Committee, only three - the Netherlands, Turkey, and the United States - 

had indicated the extent of their contribution, and all of those contributions were 

subject to certain conditions. Other governments were not in a position to indicate 

the amount of their contribution at present, and still others had said that they 

could make no appreciable contribution or could contribute only to a share of local 

costs. The Preparatory Committee, therefore, had concluded that it was unable to 

ascertain the extent to which governments would be willing to contribute to the 

Special Fund (as required under paragraph L4 (c) of resolution 1219) and it had re- 

quested the Secretary -General first, to invite governments to provide information 
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on their intended contributions to the Special Fund and, secondly, to bring to their 

attention the desirability of making the highest possible contribution for the year 

1959 towards the target of $ 100 million which had been mentioned in resolution 1219 

for the operations envisaged. 

The Director -General explained that the 100 million mentioned would cover the 

Expanded programme of Technical Assistance (for which over $ 25 million would have 

to be assigned), a probable expansion of that programme, and some special new 

projects. 

Further, the rreparatory СоппјttеL had established certain criteria for the 

projects to be financed from the Special Fund: the Special Fund should, as far as 

practicable, concentrate on relatively large projects and should avoid the allocation 

of its resources to a great number of small projects; consideration would be given 

to the urgency of the needs of the requesting countries; the projects undertaken 

should lead to early results and have the widest possible impact on economic, social, 

or technical development of the country or countries concerned, particularly by 

facilitating the acquisition of new capital investment. In all those circumstances, 

the Director -General did not think that WHO was justified in depending on the 

Special Fund for financing its malaria eradication programme. 

With regard to the introductory paragraph of the Netherlands draft resolution 

reading "Being convinced that without such a guarantee the Organization cannot embark 

upon a worldwide campaign of malaria 'eradication; ", the Director -General stated that 

in starting the malaria eradication programme, he had acted on the instructions of 

the Нealth Assembly and with the approval of the hoard. There was, of course, no 

guarantee that the Organization would receive money for the malaria eradication 

programme unless the five or six million dollars needed were added annually to the 

regular budget. This he was prepared to do particularly as he recalled the difficul- 

ties he had experienced as a result of the unexpected drop in funds from the Expanded 
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Progrаnmа /of Technical Assistance which, like the Special Fund, and the United 

Nations Children's Fund, was dependent on voluntary contributions from governments. 

In his opinion, the Organization should continue to rely on the goodwill of the 

countries that could contribute. It was not expected that all Member States would be 

able to do so particularly as some wore spending large amounts on their own malaria 

eradication programme and could not be expected to contribute to an international 

fund. He believed that in time more contributions would be received, as in the past, 

from the countries which could afford to make them and that they would again be 

spontaneous and unconditional. They had been forthcoming for 1958 and it was hoped 

that they would also be forthcoming in 1959. 

It was however, clearly for the Assembly to take the responsibility for carrying 

• out the project it had initiated. As Director -General, it was his responsibility to 

find the money and his only course was to ask for voluntary contributions, which it 

was hoped would be forthcoming from private foundations and organizations as well as 

from governments. In his view, there was no reason why WIC should not insist on 

having its own fund to enable it to carry out its own programme as in the past. 

The Executive Board's proposal that the delegations of countries which were pre - 

pared to contribute should meet to announce pledges to the Malaria Eradication 

Special Account for 1960 was intended to place a certain obligation on Member States 

` to study the problems and reach some solution. The Organization needed to know which 

governments intended to contribute and how much they could offer. He believed that 

large contributions would again be made as had been the case for 1958, although not 

necessarily from one country. It was important that the countries should make what 

contribution they could. 

In conclusion the Director- General said that the proposal of the delegate of the 

Netherlands would be very constructive if it were to be in addition to that of the 

Executive Board; that he would have no hesitation in trying to obtain funds from the 

Special Fund, but that he did not think that that Special Fund could be-- -cons3derэd to 

be in a better financial situation than the WHO Malaria Eradication Special Account, 

nor that it should replace that Account. 
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Dr HABERNOLL (Federal Republic of Germany) said he had been authorized by his 

Government to announce that it would contribute the same amount to the Malaria 

Eradication Special Account for the year 1958 as it had contributed in 1956. 

The CHAIRМAN expressed appreciation of the generous gesture which was being made 

by the German Government. 

Dr KNITS (Belgium) said his Government attached great importance to the work 

being done by WHO to eradicate malaria. It was one of the most significant activities 

of the Organization. Belgium, itself, was faced with the problem of controlling 

malaria in Ruanda Urundi, where an eradication programme affecting 4 500 000 people 

was in operation, and Ruanda Urundi, where insect control was being undertaken. 
. 

He heartily supported the proposal put forward by the delegate of the Netherlands. 

It was risky to launch a vast programme without a guarantee that adequate funds were 

available to finance it for at least five years. He was not in favour of financing 

the malaria eradication programme from the regular budget as too great a proportion 

of that budget would be required. The Belgian Government regretted that it would 

not be able to contribute to the Special Account because its first duty was to the 

people in Africa for which it w as responsible, but hoped that contributions would be 

forthcoming from countries without such a problem and, which did not have to incur 

the heavy costs of their own eradication programmes. He expressed gratitude to 

the German Government for their contribution. 
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Dr V NNUGтI (Italy) said that while many of the members of the Committee 

were particularly interested in the technical aspects of the vast programme of 

malaria eradication which would affect the health of millions of people, the 

Committee was concerned with financial considerations. A sound organization, such 

as WHO should be in a position to provide the necessary funds to finance its pro- 

grammes. He agrcod with the views expressed by several delэt,аtcs that the funds 

available for the malaria eradication programme were not adequate, It had boon 

necessary to establish a Special Account, and it was only the contribution from the 

United States Government which had medе it possible for E0 to start the programme. 

No new methods of raising funds were proposed. He supported the Netherland' s pro- 

posal because he thought it advisable to draw on nor source of financing. He 

would suрpol•t any other proposals which would have the effect of bringing in money 

for this important work. 

Dr ВО]1 нО (Haiti) announced that his Government had already contributed to 

the helaria Eradication Special Account but its contribution robаbly had been 

received too late for inclusion in the report made by the Director -General. It 

would be most unfortunate if the pэΡrogгат me were to be interrupted because of lack 

of funds. `Ile agreed with the conclusion reached by the Director- General. The 

importance of malaria was such as to claim the suport of all peoples in order to 

achieve quick and positive results. The 5�ccial Account enabled assistance to be 

given to under -developed countries which гоre in no position to finance programmes 

on the scale required, and it :_.s еstential that contri utionиΡ should be made annually 

to the Special Account until l al rid was no longer a dan'cr to man. 
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Nk' КIТТANI (Iraq) said that his Government attached gгt t importance to the, 

halaria Eradication Programme, le agreed with the Director -General that there 

would be no objection to adopting the Netherlands proposal if it were in addition 

to that of the i;x,сutive Воаd in resolution ЕВ21,НL 1. lie took this view because 

he was aware of tie precarious financial position of the United NNatioons' Sг;eсial 

Fund. In the discussion in the United Nations' General Assem bly on resolution 1219, 

his delegation had e:gpressed doubts as to the ,possibility of attaining the goal of 

100 million as a starting figure for the Special fund. It sеа; d that those 

apprehensions were being borne out and current talk in the United Nations was of 

a mach в l;er fi,;ure. lha sutra of 38 million which had bео rеcоmrreпdоd to Crr_- 

gress bÿ the Únited States Government had, he believed, been substапtially- reduced 

by the louse of aepresеntativсs. But, tгhatever the amount finally ap2rcvсd, the 

United Stаtee ' contribution would be a matching contribution and as such conditional 

upon the contributions from other governments. Further, oven in the unlikely ev,Ant 

of the whole ' 100 million being contributed, the type of projects listed under 

paragraphs (5) and (6) of the Guiding Principles and Criteria recommended by the 

Preparatory Committee would appear to exclude the likelihood of funds being made 

available for health work in the foreseeable future. In all those circumstаnces, he 

thoщht it, therefore, unwise for the Committee to conclude that i1н0 could expect a 

substantial quantity from the United Nations' Special Fund for the Malaria Eradication 

Progrаmme. 

Dr WANG (Norway) reminded the Committee; that the United mations Special Fund 

had been set up to supplement the Technical Assistance Programme. It had been 

estimated that to bring about an improvement of only 2 nor cent in ti_u standard of 
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living of the under- developed countries an annual investment of $ 10 billion would 

бе needed. For years the United Nations had been trying to find a solution to the 

ever- increasing gap which existed between the living standards of the highly-developed 

and under- developed countries of the world, which was due to the faster rate of develop - 

ment in the first group of countries. 

The Special Fund was intended to be more flexible than the Technical Assistance 

Programe, and to make available small amounts for pilot scale investment. The 

рh 100 million was, however, a pitifully small sum with which to try to increase the 

well -being of the under- developed parts of the world. He was convinced that it would 

be hopeless to try to merge the RНO malaria eradication programme with the investment 

programme, envisaged for the Special Fund. He could not support the Netherlands 

proposal and was perfectly satisfied with that proposed by the Executive Board. 

Mrs SIОНAM SHARON (Israel) said that the Organization was committed to a policy 

of world-wide eradication of malaria and it was for Member States to ensure that it 

did not fail in that task. The Israeli Government was grateful to UNICEF for its 

contribution, but it shared the Director -General's concern as regards the future of 

the Malaria Eradication Special Account. She announced that her Government was 

making a contribution of $ 5000 for the next financial year. 

She thought it premature to set up an ad hoc commIttee for the purpose of 

announcing pledges to the Special Account. She thought it would be preferable for 

the Director -General to continue his appeals to governments for contributions to the 

Special Account, and to defer the possibility of setting up an ad hoc committee until 

later. with regard to the Netherlands proposal, she pointed out that the Special Fund 

could not start operations before 1959, and that therefore JVIember States should not be 

deterred fr'm contributing to the Nil Special Account. The Director- General should 
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-be authorized to ооnti.nue his apрс,als for co tributјons and to sound tige possibility 

of obtaining a contribution from the United Nations Special Find. 

Dr RASQD FARID (Sudan) agreed with the remarks which had been made by the 

Director- General. The countries which were affected by the prёvalence of malaria 

were the very ones whose budgets were over- stretched. The Sudan, nevertheless, had 

made its modest contribution to the Spacial Account and it looked forward to the 

assistance of WHO and of other agencies. 

Dr TлRI (India) said his Government agreed with the remarks made by the 

Director- General and supported the proposal put forward by the Executive Board. India 

would not be able to make a contribution to the Special Account as it was already too 

heavily committed with its own malaria programme, about which he gave details. 

In 1958 the Government was converting the malaria control programme, which had 

оsеn st^rted in 1952, into one for malaria eradication and in so doing would incur 

^еridеrablc additional expense for the greater amounts of insecticide and equipment 

ind for tai additional staff required. In 1955 and 1956 the cost of hе programm 

gad 'leer some $ 0 ;pillion as compared with $ 88 million which was estimated ,:or 

tie years 1959 to 1960. A second DDT plant would also be needed, in addition to th 

лne already sot up with help from UNICEF. It was to be hoped thst some a3sistaicc 

from outside of India would be forthcoming as, without it, the future programme. 

would be tmpегilind, The malaria programme came within the budget for the overall 

health scheme which had been decided in 1956 -57. When it had been decided to make 

��?a change frwn control to eradication it became necessary to find the хtra mon-:..v. 
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ievernment would .1 el L tiOf' ti 3uspund S UъU 'ilt t ur 

reduce the allocation for ОtfluгЅ. In those circumstances the Government did not 

find itself able to contribute to tnu WHO Spucial LССОUflt. He hoped that the efforts 

wnich were boLh ,nderteken hy his зОггеnb woald be regarled as an indirect 

contribution ti the WOit of. О. 

He did not think that any useful purpose would be servid, by accepting the 

Netherlands proposal. тh ѕр. of the United Nations Special Fund precluded that 

any important sum would be assigned for malaria uradic tien. Н0 would have to try 

to depend on its own rusourcus and, induel, in this way it would avoid a false sonsc. 

of security. Thtеvех' us decided in respect of funds for this work, the Indian 

Government trusted that the countries of :3outh-East .sia would be enabled to launch 

malaria cradi?tion ргu:гаrnmѕ se th'it Li...) SUCCeSS if its own .Jfforts Would not be 

jeopardized by the pre'3uncu of ir' . tјоs elsewhere. 

Dr ALAN (iui'key) said that Turkey had participated in the malaria eradication 

programme since 1957. Long experience of malaria control work hal facili'ta;cd the 

transition to eradication, and thanks to the assistance of WHO and UNICEF, the result::; 

of the programme there so far were encouraging. It was hoped that it would be 

successfully concluded within three or four yea's. гыгkеу had contributed to the 

SNciai ссоuтt in 197 as indicated in docueoent All[A/81 and the Turkish Govern- 

ment envisaged a further contribution of 5000 furkjss pounds the programme in 

198. His deleation, however, shared the anxiety as to the financing of the 

• programme and wes in favour of the ethcrlands woposal and ready to support any 

Proposal which would help to unsure t'i. continua Lori of the programme. 
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Dr PENIDO (Brazil), referring to the Director- Genurаlts statement that WHO had 

already embarked on a campaign of malaria eradication, said that in the case of his 

own country it meant an expenditure of several million dollars a year until complete 

eradication had been achieved. Since thiv Мalaria Eradication Special Account existed, 

it would be better if countries would continue to contribute to that Special Account 

rather than to ogler funds, in order to ensure that the full amount contributed was 

in fact used for malaria eradication, and not diverted to other projects. He felt 

that the Netherlands proposal would merely create more problems. 
ј 

Dr VITSAXIS (Greece) supported the draft resolution submitted by the delegation 

of the Netherlands, which provided in the first place for an exploration of the 

possibilities available to Member States of applying to the Special Fund for assistance 

in the execution of their malaria eradication programmes. He believed that every 

possible source of financing the struggle against malaria on the national or on the 

international level should be carefully examined. The draft resolution also provided 

that the Director -General should try to obtain more precise information as to the 

amounts which Member States contemplated making available to the Malaria Eradication 

Special Account during the coming years 1959 to 1962. There were in this text, 

therefore, two distinctly separate proposals: thy: first referring to financial 

assistance from th-; Special Fund to the malaria eradication programme on the national 

13vеl, and the second relating to the WHO Special Account. The "sounding" of the 

fund, to use the wording of the delegation of Israel, could in no way be a substitute 

for the pledges of Member Stags as to their contributions to the Special Account. Не 

added that the Government of Greece, in spite of its own vast antima1aria campaign, 

had contributed to the Special Account, as indicated in document A1lAI /8, in order 

to show its strong support for that world - wide activity of WHO. 
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Dr EL- CIiATTI (United Arab Republic) recalled that the malaria eradication cam- 

paign had begun in Syria early in 1956. It had been successful and it was hoped 

that it wo uld be completed by the end of 1960. Hе believed that it was not necessary 

to have a special guarantee to embark upon a wсr1d -ride programme of malaria eradi- 

cation. The Director -General had just said that WH0 had already begun the campaign, 

and it was being successfully carried cut. He would support the draft resolution 

proposed by the Netherlands delegation if it were agreed to delete the paragraph 

reading, "Being convinced that without such a guarantee the Organization cannot 

embark upon a war vide campaign of malaria eradication ". 

Mr le POOLE (Netherlands), referring to the constructive criticism cf the 

Director -General with regard to the draft resolution proposed by his delegation, 

said that the Director -General had underlined the fact that there was no guarantee 

that sufficient funds would be available for the Malaria Eradication Campaign for 

the years 1959 -1962. In document A11 /AFL /12 on page 6 under the heading "Financial 

aspects" the Director -General had emphasized, in connexion with projects under the 

United Nations' Special Fund, that the full amount of funds necessary to carry out 

a project to its planned completion should be set aside when the project was approved 

and before it was begun. His Government was in full agreement with that statement 

and was, therefore, puzzled that on pago 11 of the same document under the heading 

"Malaria eradication" there was a statement which seemed at variance to it. His 

delegation doubted the wisdom of that paragraph on the launching of tho malaria 

eradication programme and had, therefore, proposed the draft resolution now before 

the Committee, according to which the World Health ssеmbly requested the Director - 

General to do what he himself had neglected to do when he sent his report to the 

Preparatory Committee on the Special Fund. His delegation, therefore, wished the 

draft resolution to stand without alteration and in place of that proposed by the 

Executive Bc'ard, 
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The DIRECTCR- GENERAL thanked the delegate of the Netherlands for his ccmпnents 

but could not agree that he had criticized the resolution proposed by that dele- 

gation. He was not in a position to criticize delegations in the Assembly. He 

wished to answer some of the points raised. 

There was apparently some confusion about the relative soundness f the United 

Nati ons t Special Fund and the "á,'10 Nlalariа Eradication Special bccount. While 

appreciating the views еxpressd by Gre. ce end Italy, he thought it a mist€ke to 

assume that money would be available in the United Nations Special Fund for the 

malaria eradication programme, and he snared the opinion expressed by the delegate 

of Israel that any such assumption was premature. It was net even sure how ,zuch 

would be available for the Technical Assistance. Programme. 

His recommendation to the Preparatory Ccimittee that financial provision should 

be made from the outset to cover the whole cost of any project undertaken was based 

on WНбi s experience of the uncertainties under the Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance, He recalled that, because of fluctuations in the contributions to the 

Technical assistance Programme, it had, in 195 , been necessary to draw on the 

regular budget to continue the work started under Technical Assistance, and that 

the Director- General had been criticized for transferring funds from the regular 

budget tc the Technical Assistance Programme. Fcr that roason, .: had advis':d tt.� i 

a different financial arrangement should E madс for the Special Fund. 

W th regard to the final comments of the delegate of the Netherlands, to could 

not accept the implication that had n. -lcсted nis duty to find the necessary 

funds for the malaria eradicati 'n рrogrammе or that 00 had made the wrсnc approach 

te the problem. Не had placid the matter before the Executive Board, and after l :'ngr 

discussion, the conclusion had leen reached that it w,uld be better f-r the tine 

ddeing not to try to finance malaria eradication fr -ni the Sr eciai gun' au; E' f 
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the uncertainty .,f that fund, which made it unable tc guarantee th'. amounts that 

Would be required in the years tc coнe. He now submitted the problem tc the Health 

«ssambly for guidance on how he should find the necessary funds for malaria eradi- 

cation. Of course, ho could appeal for contributions, but his appeals might not 

be successful in obtaining thL funds required. 

Mr le POOLE (Netherlands) explained that hc had nut intended to say that the 

Director -General had neglected his duties. ífc had perhaps not expressed himself 

very happily. Hо had meant that the Director- General had neglected a source from 

which money could, in the opinion cf his delegation, be drawn for carrying out the 

programme of malaria eradication. 

The CH1IНNIIN stated that the C'.mmittee had reached the end cf th, time allotted 

for the meetin€ and should adjourn to allow the Legal Sub -Committee te meet. 

Íhе meeting rase at J4 p.m. 


